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(ABSTRACT)

The main purposes of this paper is to combine the capital asset pric-

ing model with the stock valuation model and to use the new model to re-

examine the M^ dividend policy hypothesis under a dynamic framework.
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Re-Examination of the MSM Dividend Policy Hypothesis

Under Capital Asset Pricing Model

In their classic analysis of the corporate dividend policy Miller and

Modigliani [14] arrived at the conclusion that the value of a firm is dependent

solely on the earning power of the firm's assets and its investment policy and

not on how the fruits of the earning power are "packaged" for distribution.

Though uncertainty is not directly built into the model, M§M claim that their

conclusions would still hold. In the present paper we explicitly incorporate

uncei'tainty into our model and wish to re-examine their conclusion as to the

irrelevance of dividend policy for valuation of a firm. The model we formulate

is dynamic that permits an analysis of the process of moving from one equilibrium

state to another. Furthermore, in the valuation process underlying our model,

we systematically incorporate the implications of recent developments in the

capital asset pi-icing theory as proposed by Lintner [13], Sharpe [16], and

Mossin [15]

.

In section II we lay out the basic elements of the stochastic control theory

model that we use in the subsequent sections to examine the existence, or other-

wise, of optimal dividend policy. The model assumes a stochastic rate of return

and is not restricted to firms growing entirely through retained earnings. The

model is developed in the most general form assuming a nonstationary profit

rate for the firm and using the systematic risk concept of risk.

In section III, we carry out the optimization procedure and derive the

final expression for the optimal dividend policy of the firm. In section IV,

the implication of the results are explained. In particular, the separate, and

then the combined effects of market dependent and market independent components
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of risk on the optimal dividend policy are identified. Also, we examine in

detail the effects of variations in the profit rate, its distribution parameters,

and their dynamic behavior on the time optimal dividend policy of the firm.

li The Model

We develop the dividend policy model under the assumptions that the capital

markets represent the closest approximation to the economists' ideal of a per-

fect market, zero transaction costs, rational behavior on the part of investors,

and the absence of tax differentials between dividends and capital gains. It

is assumed, that the firm is not restricted to financing its growth by retained

earnings only, and that its rate of return, r(t) , is a nonstationary random

variable, normally distributed with mean y and variance cr(t)^.

Let A(0) represent the initial assets of the firm and h the growth rate,

then, the earnings of this firm are given by (1), that is

x(t) = r(t) A(0)e^^ (1)

where x(t) represents the earnings of the firm and the tilt denotes its random

character. Now the retained earnings of the firm, y(t), can be expressed as

follows,

y(t) = x(t) - m(t) d(t) C2)

where d(t) is the dividend per share and m(t) the' total number of shares out-

standing at time t. Equation (2) further indicates that the focus of firm's

decision making is on retained earnings which implies that dividends dCt) also

become a random variable. The growth of a firm can be financed by retained

earnings, and also by issuing new equity. The new equity raised by the firm

in time t can be defined as follows --
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e(t) = 6 p(t)m(t), (3)

where p(t) = price per share,

m(t) = d m(t)/dt

6 = degree of market perfection, < 6 £ 1. The value of 6 equal to one

indicates that new shares can be sold by the firm at current market

prices

.

From (1), C2) and (3), investment in period t can be written as,

hA(o)e^^ = x(t) - ffiCt)dCt) + 6mCt)p(t). (4)

This implies that --

w

lit) = {[r(t) - h]ACo)e^^ * 6m(t)p(t)}/m(t) (5)

and the mean and variance of the dividend per share can be expressed as --

E[d(t)] = {[u-h]A(o)e^^ + 6mCt)pCt)}/m(t) (6)

Var[d(t)] = A(o)2CT[t)2e'^'^/m2(t).

Also, let us postulate a utility function of the following form.

y[d(t)] - - e
^'^^^^

a > (7)

Following the moment generating technique and the certainty equivalent

principle, we have

For a detailed analysis of the various utility functions see, Pratt [17].

Exponential, hyperbolic, and quadratic forms have been variously used in the

literature but the first two seem to .have preference over the quadratic form

since the latter has the undesirable property that it ultimately turns downwards,

^From Hogg and Craig [8], we know that £(-6*^) = -e^^^^^ * (l/2)t2Var(y)

^

Letting t = - a, then right hand side of (8) is easily obtained. The certainty

equivalence principle can be found in Simon [18] and Theil [19]

.
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_
g-ccd(t) ^ _

^-aE[d(t)j + |Var[d(t)],
^g^

where d(t) is the certainty equivalent value of d(t)

.

From (6) and (8) , the certainty equivalent dividend stream can be v>fritten

as

d(t) = fti-hJA(:o)e^^ * 3m(t)p(t] _ a 'A(o)2o(t)2e^^^
^g^

m(t) m(t)2

where a' = a/2. Also, d(t) reduces to the certainty case where oCt)^ = 0, In

accordance with the capital asset pricing theory as developed by Sharpe [16],

Lintner [13], and Mossin [15], the total risk can be decomposed into systematic

risk and unsystematic risk, that is r(t) can be defined as,

r(t) = a + bi(t) + e(t), (10)

where ICt) is the market index, eCt).N(0, a^) , a and b are regression parameters,

and Var(bl(t)) and Var(£(t)) represent the systematic and unsystematic risk,

respectively. Following (10), (6) can be rewritten as

E[d(t)] = [(a+bI-h)A(o)e^^ + 6m(t)p(t) ]/m(t) (11)

Var[d(t)] = A(o)2[b2Var(I(t)) + Var(eCt)) ]e^^^/m(t)2

= A(o)2[p(t)2aCt)2 + (l-p(t)2)a(t)2]e^^Vra(t)2

where p(t) = the correlation coefficient between r(t) and I(t),

p(t)2a(t)2 = nondiversifiable risk,

(l-p(t)2)a(t)2 = diversifiable risk,

a = market independent component of the firm's rate of return,

bl = market dependent component of the firm's rate of return.
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3
The unsystematic risk can usually be diversified away by the investors, there-

fore, the certainty equivalent value in (9) should be revised as --

^, ^^-, ^ Xa+bI-h)A(oXe^5^^^
(12)

m(t) mCt)2

Following Lintner [12] , we observe that the stock price should equal the

present value of this certainty equivalent dividend stream discounted at a

risk less rate of return. Therefore,

p(o) =
il d'(t)e'''^d(t), (13)

where p(o) = the stock price at t(o),

k = the risk free rate of return,

T = the planning horizon, T -> «.

We use this model in the subsequent sections to find the functional form

of m(t) and optimize the payout ratio. The formulation of our model is different

from that of M§M [14], Gordon [7], Lerner [10], and Lintner [12], since M5M for

example, did not consider the nonstationarity of the firm's rate of return, nor

explicitly incorporated uncertainty in his valuation model. Also, their

models are essentially static and would not permit an extensive analysis of the

dynamic process of moving from one equilibrium state to another. Furthermore,

the formulation of our model is different from those that propose to capitalize

the market dependent and independent components of the uncertain stream of

4
earnings at the risky and the riskless rates, respectively. Rather, following

3
See Lintner [13] , Mossin [15] , Sharpe [16]

4
See Brennan [6]

.
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the lead by Lintner [12] , we view the market values as riskless rate present

values of certainty eqiiivalents of random future receipts. In the next sec-

tion we carry out optimization of (13) and derive the final expression for the

optimal payout ratio.

Ill Optimum Dividend Policy

Substituting equation (12) into (13) , we obtain

p(o) = jT^ (A^b!-h)A(o)e^^ ^ 6m(t)p(t) a'A(o) ^p (t)2a(t)2e^^^
^

^-kt^^

°
mCt) m(t)2

To maximize (14), we observe that

P(t) = ^^d'(s)e"''^^"^^ds - e''^^Jd'(s)e"^^ds, (15)

where s = the proxy of time in the integration.

From (15) we can formulate a differential equation as --

^lHj-
= p(tj = kp(t) - d(t).

Substituting (12) into (16), we obtain the differential equation

(16)

P(t) + [^1^ - k]p(t) = -G(t) (17)

where

-'^ -)2a(t)2e^^^ ,.^.

m(t) STCtp
'••^"'G(t) = [a+b!-h]A(o)e^'^ _ a'A(o)p (t)^a(t)-

For further explanation of the optimization of the deterministic and
stochastic control models and their applications to economic problems, see
Aoki [2], Astrom [3], Bellman [4], Bellman [5], and Intriligator [9].





Solving the differential equation (17), we have

kt

p(t) = — /G(s)m(sf6e''^^ds (19)

m(t)

Equations (18) and (19) imply

p(o) = -^^ ;^{a+b!-h)A(o)e^'^m(t)'^'-'- (20)
m(o)

-a'A(o) 2p (t) 2o (t) 2e^^^m(t) ^ "^le'^'^dt

The Euler-Langrange condition for the optimization of p(o) is given by

(21) --

(6-l)(a+bi)A(o)e%(t)'^"^ - a'A(o)2p (t)2a(t)2e^^^^l(t)'^'^(6-2) = (21)

I.e.

^h -^2„r^.2
m(t) = (2-g)«A(o)e p(t)^a(t)

(l-6)(a+bl-h)

From (18), (19) and (22), we can obtain

(22)

(a+b!-h)2(6-l)e^^-^^;y^"-'^^(p(t)a(t))2^-2ds

P(t) =
~

I
(23)

a'(2-6)2p(t)2*a(t)2*

From (22) , we also can obtain

(24)

From (23) and (24) , we have

,5,(t) = U2-5)a'A(o)e'-'p(t)2g(t)2 + (2-6)a'A(o)e''"[p(t)^d(t)^ * o(t)^p(t)23}

Cl-6)(a+bl-h)

m(t)p(t) = (a+b!-h)e'^^''^"^"-^^^^A(o)(ho(t)2 + p(t)2a(t)2 (25)

„s(6h-k)
+ a(t)^p(t)^)j^e (p(t)a(t))'"'-ds>2A(1^2>, T . ..^ ,.^^26-2
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When 6 approaches unity, from (5) and (25), we can derive the optimized payout

ratio as --

(h-k) (T-tD
D(t) ^

^

a^bl-h^
|-j ^ [hp(t)^a(t)2 ^ p(t)2a(t)2 ^ o(t)2p (t)2] [e -1^

x(t) a+bl p(t)2a(t)2(h-k)

C26)

where D(t) = ra(t)d(t)

.

in the following section, we use equation (26) to explore the implications

of the stochasticity, the stationarity (in the strict sense), and the non-

stationarity of the firm's rate of return for its dividend policy. Also, we

investigate in detail the differential effects of variations in the systematic

and unsystematic risk components of the firm's stream of earnings on the dynamics

of its dividend policy.

IV Implications

Equation (26) is in the most general form and expresses the optimal pay-

out ratio as a function of the firm's growth rate, profit rate, and two dynamic

variables - the relative time rate of change in the total risk of the firm,

[a(t)2/a(t)^] , and the relative time rate of change in the covariability of

the firm's earnings with the market, [p(t)2/p (t)2] . The dynamic effects of

variations in [a(t)2/a(t)2] and [p (t) 2/p(t)2] on the time path of optimal pay-

out ratio can be investigated under the following four different cases.

Case I - First we examine the effect of [d(tj/a(t)2] on the optimal pay-

out ratio. By differentiating (26) with respect to [a(t)2/a(t)2] , we obtain --

See Anderson [1], pp, 573-580.
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-
nD(t)/x(t)] , (i.h/Ca.bI)){e^^-^^f^-^)-l)/(h-k)} (27)

9[d(t)2/a(t)2]

7
In general the growth rate is less than the discount rate, that is h < k,

and therefore, it can be easily seen that in equation (27),

[(e " ~ -l)/(h-k)] > 0. Also, growth rate h is not likely to exceed

(a+bi), component of the firm's rate of return, at least not for an infinitely

long period of time, and thus in equation (27), (l-h/(a+bl)) is also positive.

Therefore, the entire first derivative of equation (26) with respect to

[a(t)^/aCt)2] is positive and this implies that a relative increase in the risk

of the firm would optimally increase its payout ratio. Thus we provide, under

more dynamic conditions, further evidOiicc on the Validity of Lintner's [13]

observations that, ceteris paribus , optimal dividend payout ratios vary directly

with the variance of the firm's profit rates. The rationale for such relation-

ships, even when the systematic risk concept is incorporated into the analysis,

is obvious. Ttiat is, holding p(t)^ constant and letting the a^(t) increase im-

plies that the covariance of the firm's earnings with the market also increases

though its relative proportion to the total risk does not change.

Case II - To examine the effect of a relative change in [p (t)^/pCt)^] on

the dynamic behavior of the optimal payout ratio, we differentiate equation

(26) to obtain —

3l D(t)/x(t)] ^ fl.,.,-u-bI){[exp((h-k)(T-t))-l]/(h-k)} > o (28)

3[p(t)2/p(t)^j

Equation f28> has the same sign as (27) and implies that a relative change

in pCt)^ also increases the optimal payout ratio, ceteris_Earibu^- ^^ effect

^See Gordon [7]

.
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of nonstationarity in the firm's nondiversifiable risk would tend to be

obliterated should both the systematic and the unsystematic components of total

risk not be clearly identified in the expression for optimal payout ratio.

Thus, it is conceivable that while the total risk of the firm is stationary,

that is, [a(t)^/a(t)2] is equal to zero, still there could be a change in the

total risk complexion of the firm because of an increase or decrease in the

covariability of its earnings with the market. Equations (26) and (28) clearly

identify the effect of such a change in the risk complexion of the firm on its

optimal payout ratio.

Furthermore, an examination of equation (26) indicates that only when the

firm's earnings are perfectly correlated with the market, that is p^ = 1, that

it does not matter whether the management arrives at its optimal payout ratio

using the total variance concept of risk on the market concept of risk. For

every other case, the optimal payout ratio followed by management using the

total variance concept of risk would be an over estimate of the true optimal

payout ratio for the firm based on the market concept of risk underlying the

capital asset pricing theory.

Also, the management may decide not to use the truly dynamic model and

instead substitute in the same kind of an average of the long run systematic

risk of the firm. However, for p^(t) > o, it is evident that since the average

initially is higher than the true p^(t), the management would be paying out

more in the form of dividend than is optimal. That is, the payout ratio followed

in the initial part of the planning horizon would be an overestimate of the

optimal payout under truly dynamic specifications.

Case 111 - Under Case III we attempt to investigate the compounded effect

of a simultaneous change in the total risk of the firm and also a change in its
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decomposition into the market dependent and market independent components.

Take the total differential of equation (26) with respect to [o(t)^/a(t)2] and

[p(t)2/p[t)2] to obtain —

d[D(t)/iCt)] = Ydc|{|j^) + Y^(^{|p-J (29)

where y = { [l-h/(a+bI3 ] [(expC(h-k) (T-t)) -l/(hlk) ] } . Also, y is positive as

shown before.

Now, from equation (29) , it is obvious that the greatest increase in the

optimal payment ratio would be when a(t)2 as well as p(t)^ are positive. This

implies that the total risk of the firn increases and, in addition to it, its

relative deposition into systematic and unsystematic components also changes

making the firm's earnings still more correlated with the market. Under this

circumstance, the increase in the optimal payout would now represent the com-

pounded effect of both these changes. However, it is conceivable that while

a(t)^ is positive, p(t)^ is negative which then would tend to offset the increase

in the optimal payout ratio resulting from the former. Alternatively, a(t)^

could be negative indicating a reduction in the total risk of the firm and may

offset the increase in the optimal payout ratio resulting from a positive p(t)2.

To what extent the inverse variations in the total risk and the risk com-

plexion of the firm would offset each other's effects on the optimal payout

ratio for the firm would, of course, be dependent upon the relative magnitudes

of p(t)^ and d(t)2. To see the precise trade off between the two dynamic

effects of [p(t)2/p(t)] and [a(tj2/a(t)] on the optimal payout ratio, let the

total differential of (26), that is d[D(t)/x(t)]
, given in equation (29), be

set equal to zero yielding --

d[a(t)2/a(t)2] = - d[p(t),2/p(t)2] (30)
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Equation (30) implies that the relative increase (or decrease) in a(t)^

has one to one correspondence with the relative decrease (or increase) in p(t)^.

Thus, in (30) conditions are established for relative changes in p(t)^ and a(t)^

which lead to a null effect on the optimal dividend payout ratio.

Case IV - Now we consider the least dynamic situation assuming o(t)^ = o

and p(t)^ = o. Under this circumstance, equation (26) reduces to --

[D(t)/x(t)] = [l-h/(b+c!)][-k+hexp(h-k)(T-t)]/(h-k) (31)

Thus, where the firm's total risk and also the covariability of its earn-

ings with the market are assumed statinnRry, equation (31) indicates that a

firm's optimal payout ratio is independent of its risk. Notice that neither

p(t)^ nor p(t)^ now appear in the expression for optimal payout ratio given in

equation (31). These conclusions, like those of Wallingford [20], for example,

run counter to intuitively appealing and well accepted theory of finance

o

emphasizing the relevance of risk for financial decision making. Our model

clearly shows that the explanation for such ridiculous implications of the firm's

total risk and its market dependent and market independent components for the

firm's optimal payout policy lies, of course, in the totally unrealistic

stationarity assumptions underlying the deviation of such results as illustrated

in equation (31)

.

Conclusion

Most contemporary dividend policy models, including that of M^M, tend to

be basically static while our analysis shows that dividend policy is dynamic

in nature. This is clearly seen when the stochasticity and nonstationarity of

For example, see Lintner [13]

.
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the firm's profit rates is analytically treated and formally introduced into

the model. This permits, in contrast to the static models, an analysis of the

dynamic process of the firm moving from one equilibrium state to another.

Furthermore, the dynamic dividend payout model presented here integrates the

recent advances in the theory of capital asset pricing with the managerial de-

cision making on dividend policy. The separate effects of the relative changes

in the total risk, and its diversifiable and nondiversifiable con^jonents, on

the optimal corporate dividend policy are identified. In the absence of such

decompositions of risk and its inclusion into the formulation of our model, it

would be difficult, for example, to identify the effects on corporate dividend

policy of a shift in the systemati'; t.^k vithin a stationary total risk of the

firm. Also, in the absence of the dynamic structure of our model, some very

troublesome results are obtained. For example, when p(t)^ and a(t)^ are both

assumed stationary, neither the total risk of the firm nor its relative de-

composition into market dependent and independent components seems to affect

the corporate dividend policy. This rather curious result is shown to follow

from the assumption that pit)^ = pCt)^ = o. l^fhen the nonstationarity in

p(t)^ and aCt)^ is recognized, several important policy implications follow.

The most interesting case is shown to occur when p(t)^ and aCt)^ are both non-

stationary; for example, when the total risk of the firm varies and in addition

to it p(t)^ also varies which then results in a compounded affect on the firm's

optimal payout policy. The magnitude of the effect of variations in pCt)^ and

d(t)^ or the corporate dividend policy depends, of course, upon whether these

variations reinforce each other or are mutually offsetting. The exact trade

off conditions for variations in iCt)^ and zit)^ that would leave the corporate

dividend policy unaffected have also been identified.
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